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from features to tasks - where do we want to contribute?



what do we want to achieve? 

• product quality? 

• explanatory power?



systemdata task

algorithm

gold standard

"end users"

"feature vector plus SVM is a good strategy on this data"

parameters



view this as a system. what would our surrounding 
world want to know? 

what box is most fun to play with? 

and where are we spending most of our time?



evaluation

data

practical task

algorithm

parameters

features

use case

test subjects

gold standard

practicioners

clients



experiment

data

use case

people

algorithm parameters

features

test subjects

gold standard

behaviour

society at large



why shared tasks?  

establishing and sharing state of the art 

introduce new theories into a common comparable evaluation 
framework 

builds resources and common tools 

gaining and spreading some understanding of task space 

BUT: risks turning into wet blanket on innovation  

AND: has unclear success metrics! 

when is a shared task successful?



what is our expertise?  

fiddling with parameters? 

formulating features? 

building tools? 

understanding people? 

understanding language?



systemdata task

algorithm

parameters

features

use casetest subjects

gold standard

practicioners

clients

context



note 1 

difficult vs easy tasks



1  amount of data is overwhelming → reduce data complexity  
let’s call these “simple” tasks #

#2  signal is weak and complex → peer closer into data # 
let’s call these “simple” tasks 

why use computational methods and machinery for information access?#



note 2: 

what are our hypotheses? 

research: explanatory height! 

engineering: use cases! 

make them explicit!



note 3: 

meteorology as a model

data



sentiment analysis

a case in point



sentiment analysis is difficult and challenging 



And the sound quality - my God!  

Raymond left no room for error on his recordings and it shows.  

Definitely one of the better tracks on the album.  

Wow, could have been a expansion pack.  

I loved The Spy Who Came In From The Cold but the movie is a bit dated in a 
way the book never will be. 

Meat is more environmentally friendly than seafood. 

I am unsure about the feasibility of this knitting pattern. 

I love the Samsung B2710 but I would not recommend it to my colleagues. 

I don't know if I should call her up – I liked her when I met her last weekend. 

This is true. 



this is why it's fun



(in terms of the above discussion)

but is it any good?



since human emotion is (likely to be better) 
represented by dimensional model, not a 

categorial model, textual attitude also should be 
modelled dimensionally

can this be tested with our setup?

hypothesis



well-established basic emotions 

anger, fear, sadness, enjoyment, disgust, surprise, contempt (recent addition) 

candidate basic emotions 

amusement, relief, excitement, shame, pride in achievement, guilt, embarrassment, contentment, awe, sensory pleasure 

example of criticism: 

where is jealousy and paternal love?

arousal

valence

strength



sentiment is not only expressed lexically 

1. sentiment is constructional  
2. sentiment is textual 

can this be tested with our setup?

hypothesis 
(ok, 2 hypotheses)



“He blew me off” vs “He blew off”#
 

“He has the best result, we cannot fail him” #
vs#

“This is the best coffee, we cannot fail with it”#
 #

“Fifth Avenue”, “9/11”#

attitude is not only lexical or lexicon is not only words & terms#



sentiment analysis is no different from topical 
analysis

can this question be tested using our setup?

hypothesis



sentiment analysis is of dubious commercial 
utility

hypothesis

can this question be tested using our setup?



the general place of text analytics

external data

in house data

monitoring

intelligence

analytics

action

data mining



the slightly more complex picture

customer 
relationship 
marketing

data collection
data provision
market analysis

customer data

market analysis

business intelligence

analytics

action

data mining

prediction and 
forecastingenterprise search



how can we stop our resource from becoming a 
wet blanket?


